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1. INTRODUCTION
Link Housing has always recognised tenants are at the heart of our business. We
can only be sure we’re providing the right services and levels of service if we have
inclusive, representative and enthusiastic tenant engagement.
This strategy is a flexible action plan that sets out our commitment to involving
tenants in the way we take decisions about your homes. It explains a range of
outcomes we hope to achieve and the resources we have put in place to make them
happen.
Tenant participation is a continuous process, and this strategy reflects our ongoing
ambitions and plans. Our approach must constantly be reviewed and developed to
ensure we have the correct vision, structures and resources in place, and I’m
pleased so many tenants have been involved in reviewing this with us.
I hope you enjoy reading the strategy and you can get involved in one of the
opportunities we have developed in partnership with tenants.
Best wishes,
June Green, Chief Executive of Link Housing
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1. WHY DO WE NEED A TENANT PARTICIPATION STRATEGY?
Housing (Scotland) Act 2001
The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 introduced the first legal tenant participation duties
for social landlords. One of these duties is we must have a tenant participation
strategy that sets out how we will engage with our tenants and involve them in the
way we take decisions about housing services.
This legislation also requires us to set out how we will work with registered tenant
organisations and to maintain a publicly available register of tenant organisations.
We must consult with tenants and registered tenant organisations when we make a
change to housing services or policies that will have an impact on tenants.
We must provide information to tenants on the level of service they will receive.
Housing (Scotland) Acts 2010 & 2014
The Housing (Scotland) Act 2010 created the Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR) to
safeguard and promote the interests of tenants, housing applicants, homeless
people and other customers who use services of social landlords. The Regulator
measures how well social landlords are performing against outcomes and standards
set out in the Scottish Social Housing Charter and reports this on its website.
The Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 brought in duties to consult tenants on changes to
group structures and mergers, antisocial behaviour and housing allocations.
Scottish Social Housing Charter
The Scottish Social Housing Charter was introduced in 2012 and reviewed in 2017.
It is a series of outcomes and standards that all social landlords should achieve for
their tenants.
Each year, Link must complete a self-assessment called the Annual Return on the
Charter (ARC) that explains how we have performed. This allows our performance to
be compared against other social landlords and against national averages. It also
provides a framework through which Link tenants can measure how well we are
performing through our Tenant Scrutiny Panel.
There are three Scottish Social Housing Charter outcomes that relate specifically to
tenant participation:
•
•

•

Participation: Tenants and other customers find it easy to participate and
influence their landlords’ decisions at a level they feel comfortable with.
Communication: Tenants and other customers find it easy to communicate with
their landlord and get the information they need about their landlord, how and
why it makes decisions and the services it provides.
Equalities: Every tenant and other customer has their individual needs
recognised, is treated fairly and with respect, and receives fair access to housing
and housing services.
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2. AIMS – WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO ACHIEVE?
The Tenant Participation Strategy aims to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide opportunities for tenants to influence services, neighbourhoods and
decision-making.
Meet statutory duties of the Housing (Scotland) Acts and the Scottish Social
Housing Charter
Engage with tenants on issues that are of most interest, or highest priority
Improve tenant engagement throughout Link Housing Association through
partnership with Link Property and Link group partner RSLs.
Achieve excellent performance of the outcomes set out in the Scottish Social
Housing Charter by supporting independent tenant scrutiny.
Consult tenants on locally agreed targets and definitions required by the Annual
return on the Charter.
Involve tenants in shaping business plan priorities.
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4. HOW THE STRATEGY WAS DEVELOPED
The strategy document has been written to reflect guidance set out by the Scottish
Government in its publication “Guide to Successful Tenant Participation”, which was
reviewed in 2017.
In December 2019, members of the tenant consultation register and registered
tenant organisations were sent a SurveyMonkey questionnaire asking their views on
tenant participation at Link Housing. Over 300 tenants completed the survey and
findings have been incorporated into the reviewed strategy.
Consultation events were held with tenant events in February 2020, with events
taking place at Link Academy in Falkirk and Premier Inn in Glasgow. The purpose of
these events was to provide feedback from the tenant participation survey, discuss
what tenant participation activities work well, how improvements could be made and
to set tenant participation priorities.
During consultation events tenants agreed the following strategy outcomes:
-

-

Outcome 1 Influence – Tenants influence decision making, customer service
improvements and strategic priorities
Outcome 2 Scrutiny – Tenants are supported to scrutinise Link’s performance of
the Scottish Social Housing Charter outcomes. Tenants independently inspect
services and make recommendations for improvements.
Outcome 3 Communication and Information – Link produces tenant
publications and other information in partnership with tenants and supports
tenants to understand the information provided. Communication is accessible and
produced in reasonable timescales
Outcome 4 Menu of ways to get involved – Link provides a range of
opportunities and methods to encourage tenant participation
Outcome 5 Local neighbourhood engagement and registered tenant
organisations – Providing opportunities for tenants to be involved in local issues
Outcome 6 Training and skills development – Tenants have the skills and
confidence to get involved effectively

Tenants also stated Link should ensure it engages in a way that allows all people to
take part irrespective of geography, age, disability or any equalities issue.
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5. WHY THE STRATEGY IS IN PLACE
Benefits of tenant participation
There are clear benefits to involving tenants in the way we take decisions about
housing services.
•
•
•
•

Improved services that represent value for money
Higher tenant satisfaction when we co-design our services with you
Fewer complaints when we work together with tenants
Better job satisfaction from staff if you’re happy with the service you’re receiving

“With the help of Link Housing we’ve transformed our backcourt area into a lovely
place to sit in the summertime. We have people growing plants, we’ve had Dogs
Trust events, barbeques and consultation events out by the new pergola and seating
area and have even more planned, with the new cycle storage to be installed. Link
has been a great support with setting up our tenants and residents association.”
-

Nick Erskine – Chairperson of HBG Registered Tenants Organisation
(Hamilton Street, Brown Street and Glasgow Road, Camelon)

What the previous strategy achieved
Here is a summary of some of our key achievements over the course of our previous
three-year tenant participation strategy. Our new strategy will match or exceed our
previous achievements!
Service aims

Achievement

Excellence in tenant
participation

Gold level accreditation from Tenant Participation
Advisory Service

Excellence in Charter
performance

Award-winning tenant scrutiny projects leading to
improved services for tenants

Shaping decision
making

Involving hundreds of tenants in the reviews of allocation
policy, antisocial behaviour policy, design guide for new
build properties and tenant participation strategy

Mobile working

Tenant involvement in developing and testing the MyLink
tenant phone app

Shape business plan
priorities

Involving sheltered housing tenants in the review of our
sheltered housing redesign
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6. LINKS TO OTHER STRATEGIES AND SERVICES
There are clear aims and benefits of this strategy and it is influenced by, and of
benefit to, other strategies and services - including those of our partners.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability strategy
‘Housing with Heart’ strategy
Asset management strategy
Link Group business plan
Link community investment statement
Our partner RSL’s tenant participation strategies
Value for money strategy
Digital strategy

7. HOW TENANTS WILL BE KEPT INFORMED
In May 2020 we carried out an independent tenant satisfaction survey and found
94% of tenants felt Link was either very or fairly good at keeping tenants informed
about services and decisions.
The satisfaction survey also found the following communication preferences:
Newsletters
•
•
•

60% said this is their preferred way of being kept informed
86% either always or sometimes read the newsletter
Older tenants are much more likely to read the newsletter (95% aged 65-74
always read the newsletter)

Letters
•
•

56% said letters are their preferred way of being kept informed
Tenants aged 65+ are more likely to prefer a letter (61%)

Emails
•
•

26% said emails are their preferred way of being kept informed
Under 35s more likely to prefer email (40%)

Tenants who took part in the tenant participation strategy consultation events told us
Link should encourage more tenant involvement in the information we produce, with
local news stories given more focus. Participants felt Link Housing should produce
one central newsletter rather than introducing separate local versions.
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How we will provide tenants with information about services and decisions:
Link Housing News – we will produce three editions annually in spring, summer
and winter. Tenants can opt to have copies sent in the post or by email.
Local newsletters – we will introduce local newsletters for each area covered by our
four area housing teams: Glasgow, Falkirk, Cumbernauld and Edinburgh. These will
focus on more local news stories and will be sent electronically.
Charter report card – every autumn we will produce a report to tenants to report
how we have performed against Scottish Social Housing Charter outcomes. The
content and design will be agreed in partnership with Link’s Tenant Scrutiny Panel.
Website – we will continue to post important information on our website and
signpost tenants to it through social media.
Social media – we will use our Facebook and Twitter accounts to highlight important
messages to our tenants.
Individual letters – for important information affecting all tenants, such as the
annual rent consultation, we will send individual letters to all tenants.
Tenant communications panel – we will introduce a new tenant structure to advise
on content of publications and badge as ‘tenant approved’.
8. MENU OF OPPORTUNITIES TO GET INVOLVED
We have several ways you can get involved to help shape the way we take decisions
about housing services. We’ve put together this menu of ways to get involved so you
can choose what you’re comfortable with.
Local events – each year we hold a series of local events where you can come
along, take part in engagement activities, complete surveys and let us know what the
priorities are for the local area. We will promote these at the start of every summer
on the website, in tenant newsletter and on social media.
Tenants’ and residents’ associations – we can help you set up groups to discuss
local issues, plan events and improve your local area. We offer funding to cover your
costs, provide places to meet and deliver training on how to run your group. Some of
the ways we’ve supported tenants’ groups in the past is by working with our
landscaping service, Linkscape, to create outdoor seating and garden areas.
We will also help you register your group as a registered tenants organisation RTO,
so it has a formal right to be consulted when we are reviewing our policies and
services – more information can be found in section 10.
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RTO annual forum – we currently have 10 registered tenant organisations and
we’re keen to offer an opportunity for them to network with each other. We will put on
an annual event for our registered tenant organisations to come together, share
good practice and discuss ideas.
Consultation register – share your views from the comfort of your home. Let us
know what you think about our proposed changes to policies and services. You can
add your name to our consultation register, taking part by phone, letter, or email.
There’s no requirement to come to meetings.
Virtual tenant gatherings – during the Covid-19 lockdown, we suspended all faceto-face meetings with tenants to reduce risk of spreading the virus. Video
conferencing became necessary and we plan to use virtual tenant gatherings as
another option for people to get involved.
Go digital, get involved – would you like to receive updates about services by
email? Visit www.linkhousing.org.uk/getinvolved and complete our short online form
or email getinvolved@linkhaltd.co.uk.
Dogs Trust – we have entered a partnership with Dogs Trust, which will visit local
areas throughout our housing estates offering free health checks, advice and
chipping services. We will advertise the times and locations every summer on the
website, in our tenant newsletter and on social media.
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Community skip days – our skip days are a great way of improving local estates,
as they provide a free opportunity to have a clear out and get rid of unwanted
household items. We arrange for a skip to be onsite at a chosen time and location
and advertise it by letter to all local tenants.
Mystery shopping – this is a way for tenants to measure how well we are delivering
housing services. Full training is provided, and tenants are asked to test specific
scenarios by making phone calls, visiting offices and recording their experiences.
Neighbourhood inspections – each year we organise accompanied estate
walkabouts with housing staff, to highlight areas for investment or improvement.
Sheltered Housing Forum – a group of tenants from several sheltered housing or
retirement living developments, who we consult with on the older persons service.
Communications panel - we will introduce this new structure as a way for tenants
to influence the printed information we send to tenants. The communications panel
will also decide whether publications can be badged as ‘tenant approved’.
Customer app – our free MyLink app can be downloaded from the App Store or
Google Play Store. Visit www.linkhousing.org.uk/mylink for more information.
Tenant Scrutiny – We work in partnership with our Tenant Scrutiny Panel (TSP) to
measure how well we deliver housing services.
The Panel is a group of tenants who give up their free time and work hard to
influence our strategies and policies. Their role is to act independently in the
interests of tenants and assess how well Link performs against service standards
and Scottish Social Housing Charter outcomes.
The Panel reports findings to senior managers and to Board. These reports help
demonstrate whether services provided represent value for money.
Recommendations for improvement are made that are based entirely on objective
evidence gathered during the inspection process.
In addition, the Panel advises Link on the content and layout of our Charter Report
Card, which lets tenants know how we have performed throughout the year.
The Panel also takes part in a joint meeting with Link Housing Board each year, to
discuss our Annual Assurance Statement. This is a statement Link Group Board
submits to the Scottish Housing Regulator each year to provide assurance that Link
is meeting its legal, financial and statutory duties.
The Panel consists of up to nine tenants, meets monthly and is supported by the
Tenant Engagement Team.
If you are interested in any of the options listed above, please contact the tenant
engagement team on 03451 400 100 or getinvolved@linkhaltd.co.uk.
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9. CONSULTATION AND FEEDBACK

Figure 1 National Standards for Community Engagement,
Scottish Community Development Centre
To make sure we consult effectively with you, we will follow certain minimum
standards by providing briefing information and training to help with the
understanding of consultation topics, using a variety of consultation methods.
We will consult widely so views provided are representative of our tenants. This will
take account of the nine protected characteristics set out in the Equalities Act 2010.
We will also ensure we seek views from all geographical areas we cover.
We will use the National Standards for Community Engagement, which are goodpractice principles designed to support and inform the process of community
engagement and improve what happens as a result.
So you have enough time to consider consultation issues before responding, we will
provide a minimum of four weeks to respond to us when we are seeking postal or
email responses. We will also aim to provide feedback no later than six weeks after
the consultation period ends.
Where approval is required from both Link Housing and Link Group Boards, we will
provide initial feedback within six weeks.
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10. WORKING WITH REGISTERED TENANT ORGANISATIONS (RTOS)
An RTO is an independent organisation set up to represent tenants’ interests on
housing and related issues. We will work with our RTOs when we are reviewing
policies, making changes to services, or introducing new ones.
Our publicly available register of tenant organisations shows which areas have RTOs
in operation. It is included with this strategy as an appendix and is also available on
request at our offices.
We will provide support to help tenants set up new groups and become registered.
All tenant organisations registered with Link must meet the criteria set out in our
registration scheme.
RTOs must hold an annual general meeting each year. They must elect a committee
with office bearers, including at least a chairperson, a secretary and a treasurer.
They must open a bank account and have their accounts independently audited
annually.
In addition, RTOs must develop a constitution that states the name of the group, the
area it covers and contain an equal opportunities agreement.
We understand this might seem like a lot of work, but we can help you set up your
group, assist you to draft your constitution and hold your first general meeting.
Once your group is registered as an RTO, you can ask us for funding to cover your
costs.
We’ll also find you somewhere suitable to hold your meetings and offer you training
on committee skills.
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11. RESOURCES
Resource summary
Link invests considerable resources. We employ a senior tenant engagement
officer, tenant engagement officer and tenant engagement administrator. We also
have a substantial operational budget.
Participation

Communication

Equalities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Registered tenant organisations
Consultation register
Consultation events
Tenant scrutiny panel
Conferences and events
Three editions of ‘Housing News’ annually
Charter report card
Communications panel
Promotional posters and flyers
Local events
Training for staff
Training for tenants and customers
Customer surveys

A key requirement for this strategy is to carry out an assessment of resources to
demonstrate we have enough resources to achieve the aims of the strategy.
To support strong ongoing tenant participation, this strategy must be properly
resourced. We will work across Link and other organisations, such as local
authorities, to share resources and achieve good outcomes for tenants.
The specific activities described in this strategy will be delivered by the tenant
engagement team of one senior tenant engagement officer, one engagement officer
and one tenant engagement administrator.
There is also a specific budget for tenant engagement activities, covering events,
training, consultations, publications and out of pocket expenses of tenant
participants. The total amount we spent on tenant participation in 2018/19 was £9.49
per tenant per year, which is close to the national average of £12.10 (Scotland’s
Housing Network, Annual Benchmarking Return 2018/19).
As an ongoing commitment to supporting independent tenant scrutiny of housing
performance, there is a commitment to support the Tenant Scrutiny Panel.
Training on this tenant engagement strategy will be delivered internally by the tenant
engagement team. Apart from certain specialist training, all other associated tenant
engagement training will also be delivered in-house.
Other staff such as housing officers and asset planning supervisors will contribute
towards the successful delivery of this strategy. Link Housing is also supported by
Link Group’s communications team which, edits tenant publications and supports
other aspects of tenant communication.
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12. IMPROVING THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
Link is currently carrying out a customer engagement action research project to
improve the engagement process.
We hope to develop customer ‘personas’ that will allow us to develop a segmented
approach to engaging with our tenants based on their interests and lifestyles.
The project will involve customer journey mapping to identify areas for additional
tenant engagement. It will identify how best to share this information and encourage
participation.
We will use new technology during annual tenancy visits to gather business
information that will allow us to build a better picture of how and when to ask views of
different groups.
This is a work in progress, which is likely to be ongoing. However, we are aware
from customer satisfaction surveys and other information gathered during annual
tenancy visits that different generations have different preferences for how they
would like to be involved as summarised below.
Generational preferences
•
•
•

We have over 6,800 properties
60% have women as the main tenant
Generally, the tenants can be grouped as follows:

Generation Z and millennials - preference for digital engagement, comfortable with
tablets and smart phones and more likely to carry out transactions online but not
necessarily pay attention to an email.
Generation X - Regarded as the group who pioneered the personal computer.
Comfortable with email and texting but not always trusting of online transactions.
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Boomers - IT is a relatively new concept. Prefer to speak to a person and will
generally get in touch by phone.
Silent and greatest - these groups are often put together as maturists – over the
age of 74. Not always interested in technology and prefer a formal letter or face-toface contact.
We will use these profiles to shape how we consult when we are reviewing policies
and services.
13. Equal opportunities
We will engage with our tenants openly, inclusively and diversely. Our tenant
participation activities will be delivered with consideration of the nine protected
characteristics outlined in the Equalities Act 2010:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age
Disability
Gender re-assignment
Marriage and civil partnership
Pregnancy and maternity
Race
Religion or belief
Sex
Sexual orientation

Equalities Scottish Social Charter outcome
“Every tenant and other customer has their individual needs recognised, is treated
fairly and with respect, and receives fair access to housing and housing services.”
How we help you get involved
We want to provide activities which are easy to access and will provide support for
tenants who want to get involved in a way that suits them.
Tenants told us location and travel to meetings is the biggest barrier, so we are
committed to increasing opportunities at a local level. Our four area housing teams
will work with tenant participation staff to prioritise areas for local tenant participation.
We will advertise opportunities in the tenant newsletter, on social media and the ‘Get
involved’ section of our website. We are always looking for new people to become
involved and want to challenge the perception that tenant participation is only for a
select few. Housing officers and other frontline staff will promote and encourage
tenants to become involved.
In addition, we will introduce ‘virtual’ tenant events online, so that tenants do not
have to travel from their communities to get involved. This will be especially
important if Covid-19 restrictions and social distancing prevents us from holding
face-to-face meetings.
Support and resources in the tenant participation budget cover:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Travel expenses
Catering (if a meeting is over lunch time or an evening meeting)
Childcare costs
Study visits to other housing associations
Costs for training or qualifications
Grants for tenants’ groups
Tenant scrutiny activities
Surveys
Meeting venue and event costs
Costs for tenants to attend conferences
Incentive vouchers or competitions to encourage participation

14. HOW THE STRATEGY WILL BE MONITORED AND REVIEWED
The action plan will record activities and indicators of successes, resources,
timescales and lead officers responsible. Progress towards the six strategy
outcomes will be reported to Link Housing Board, managers and tenants every six
months by the senior tenant engagement officer.
The strategy will guide us to deliver the tenant participation outcomes tenants want
to happen. It will be monitored, and the action plan updated annually to reflect the
changing environment in housing such as technology or Scottish or UK legislation.
Monthly updates will be written and provided to line managers to discuss with
frontline staff at team meetings. Tenant participation will be recorded on the housing
management contact system.
We will investigate use of National Standards for Community Engagement tool
VOiCE for measuring tenant participation outputs and outcomes.
15. APPENDICES
•
•

Action plan
Register of tenant organisations

If you need this information in Braille, Audio Tape, Large Print or
Community Languages please call 03451 400 100

Link Housing Association Limited is a company registered in Scotland under the Companies Acts, Company
Number: SC216300, Registered Office: Link House, 2c New Mart Road, Edinburgh, EH14 1RL. It is registered as
a Property Factor Id: PF000355 and authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Reference
Number: 674050. Part of the Link group © Link Group Ltd 2021.
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